
Potential customers can view
some of the 24 tanning bed
models that ETS manufactures.
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W
hen it comes to being a national or global leader in a specific industry, Indiana
often trails more populous states and countries. But an Indianapolis-based
company, ETS Tan, has quietly climbed to the top in the manufacturing
and distribution of tanning beds, products and accessories.

What started on a small farm in Clayton, Indiana in 1984 now operates
out of a 380,000-square-foot facility in southern Marion County. More than

250 employees are involved in all aspects of the business – from design and engineering to sales,
customer service and technical support.

Tanning is big business. ETS works with entrepreneurs from around the country and beyond
to establish successful salon operations. Ron Wilson, director of sales and a 17-year ETS veteran,
says the company manufactures 24 different models, ranging from a six-lamp unit with a canopy
for home use to a $34,000 state-of-the-art commercial product (the Velocity™ HP1000) with 70
tanning, shoulder and facial lamps.

How does an Indiana company rise to the top in the tanning world? The one-stop shop approach
that places all facets of the tanning bed operation under a
single roof is critical, as well as a dedicated entrepreneurial
mindset that focuses on helping individual business owners
succeed – owners who then continue to purchase ETS products.

Breaking it down
Bill Pipp, company CEO, was a college roommate of ETS

co-founder Trevor Gray. Pipp enjoyed a successful corporate
career before calling on his old friend as part of a fund-raising
effort in 1997. He soon joined ETS and returned to Indiana
after previous stops in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston
and Dallas among other places.

“We’ve really got four customers,” analyzes Pipp, noting
that a large portion of sales come from clients located east of
the Mississippi River and in the southern states. “We have
the owner, who is interested in the return on investment; the
manager, who is focused on ease of use, minor maintenance,
making it easy to clean; the person doing the heavier maintenance
or installation; and the person who gets in the bed.”

The service to all those customers improved in 2004 when
the ETS operations consolidated. Previously, sales and service
were located in a Corporate Park facility (which remains home
to sister companies Australian Gold and Helios) on the northwest
side of Indianapolis.

“Engineers didn’t really understand (the four customers),”
Pipp continues. “Their customer was the people on the line
and how easy it was to build the bed. We send engineers out
on repair jobs, to meet the customers (a practice he started at
a corporate stop 25 years ago). They live the issues now
through the customers’ eyes.”

Although a short 20-minute drive around Interstate 465
may have been what separated the two facilities, “We might
as well have been in California,” Pipp recalls. “You’ve got to
be able to get off your seat and walk two doors down and talk
to the engineer – have that immediate process. Our engineering
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Bill Pipp says part of the
challenge is to continue to
find different ways for salon
owners to benefit from their
available space.
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and technical service groups are right next to each other here, handling both the complaints and
the compliments.”

Quality control is part of the mix, with employees signing their name to the quality check
form that goes inside each bed before it is delivered to the customer.

Marny Reed, director of marketing & product development, has been with ETS for two years.
Her background is in retail operations.

“We are a franchise-less franchise. We do demographics, design salons, put people in touch
with the resources to build the salon,” she explains. “We hold their hand every step of the way –
and that’s important. This is a very different kind of business. We understand who the end user
is and how to talk to them.”

Working side-by-side with those in charge of the design and construction of the product has
only helped her marketing efforts. “I know a lot more about tanning beds than I ever thought I
would. We mesh together well.”

Pipp concludes, “We have to make everyone we deal with successful. If not, they’re selling
used beds, while we’re trying to sell new ones.”

Adding to the mix
Customer success depends on more than just the

beds. Lotions and skin care products are becoming a
larger percentage of the revenue stream. And just as
ETS has strived to know more about the people it
works with, the Helios software allows salon operators
to have the best information and resources to attract
and retain individual customers.

Ten years ago, Pipp offers, individual customer
information was kept on note cards. Helios offers an
automated management system, allowing operators to
prevent customers from tanning too often in a short
period of time (termed “responsible tanning”) while
attracting other customers through targeted marketing
efforts. Individual user preferences – from days of the
week to types of beds and more – are a few mouse
clicks away.

“The more you know about your customers,”
Pipp surmises, “the better you can run your

Work proceeds with company
employees on the manufacturing
floor (left) and outside service
personnel seeking certification
training.
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Resource: ETS Tan at (317) 215-3500 or www.ETStan.com

business.” He says continued software advancements are essential to
further growth.

Therapeutic addition
As the industry continues to mature (mom-and-pop operations have

given way in several cases to chains of 300-plus stores), so must the
search for new revenue streams. ETS is leading the way, with a patent
pending on beds that provide light skin therapy.

Reed describes the non-invasive process as “helping to rejuvenate
the skin” while improving fine lines, wrinkles and skin texture. “We’re
the only people in the industry who have this. It’s where we see the
future going. You can tan and rejuvenate at the same time, and we’re
looking at a completely rejuvenating bed with no tanning in it. It’s a way
to continue to get revenue in that same room.”

Pipp and Reed point out that the industry growth and sophistication
helps improve safety. Tanning beds (due to the use of ultraviolet light)
are regulated by the Food and Drug Administration, salon workers must
be certified and the Indoor Tanning Association (which ETS helped
form) provides education and training.

ETS leaders say it’s proven that people with tans look better and feel
better. Pipp states, “It’s a good industry. It is kind of fun, not too high
pressure. We just have to keep looking at what else we can move
through this box to grow the market bigger.”

ETS employees have access to the company’s tanning
bed facilities.
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